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Student Government elections are- to take place today, Friday, May
1, and Saturday, May 2. A campaign assembly for these elections took
place at 11:00 a.m., April 30. Three parties have put forth candidates
and have drawn up platforms. These parties are the New Colby Party
whose slogan is "A New Party for a New Campus," the Dependen t
Par ty advocating "A Practical Party and Platform for Practical
People," and the Improvement Party proposing "Improvement
through Co-operation rather than Agitation."
The New Colby Party advocates
closer relationships between Student
Government and . the student body
through the medium of a pamphlet
containing the Government's, accomplishments to date to be published
biannually and , a suggestion box in
which the students, can dep os it sug gested improvements. A. closer reThe annual Colby Campus Chest
lationship between the faculty and
student body, possibly facilitated by Drive was officially opened Thursday
dance in
'he addition of a student-faculty ' night with an auction and
,
important
lounge, is another aim. of the party. Women 's Union Various
Several . other goals' of the party people on campus offered their ser" Mother , you have my father much offended. "
are a co-operative book store, the vices , so that tie money bid for them
use of meal tickets, a regulated could be contributed to the Campus
transportation system, and a thor- Chest. Rocky Applebaum, auctionough evaluation of the curriculum. eer, raised the bidders high as they
It would hke to place emphasis on tried for such items as car washing
keeping money received from benefit jobs on Johnson Day by President
campus performances at Colby, in- Bixler , Dean Nickerson, and Mr.
The Woman's Union will be the itiating a hockey rink, and consid- Jerinison, a golf lesson from Berry
scene of the Glee Club's spring ering methods by which the library Wellersdieck, breakfast in bed from
Concert at 7;:30 this evening. A could be made:' more ; conducive to the housemothers in the women's
By Ed -Bartlett
program of choral work is planned studying. A possible solution for dormitories, dining table service
which everyone will enjoy. Selections this might be the addition of study from Dr. Schwartz and Mr. Biron,
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Auction & Daiice
Open Chest Drive
For $1500 Goal

Glee Club Gives
Over 100 Students
Spring Concert
Help Present Hamlet
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Program Reveals John Scott Talks
Several Changes At Colby May 7
In Commencement
Several .new features have been
introduced into the Commencement
program this year. The Commencement Dance will , in the event of
good weather, be held on the tennis
courts instead of in Roberts Union.
The Commencement Dinner will also
follow a slightly different pattern
than usual, In the past, guests have
been chosen to speak at the dinner.
This year the program will' include
speakers from the Senior class in
order to ' provide more active participation and interest for the class.
Some of the traditional features
of Commencement will include Class
Day Exercises , with the smoking
of the Class Day Pipe. At the Alumni-Alumnae Dinner on Saturday
noon , loyalty awards , in the f orm
of small bricks, will be .presented to
graduates who have done outstanding service for Colby through the
years. Gavels will be awarded to
alumni who have attained the status of regional, state , or n ation al
leadership in important groups or
organizations.
As usual , the Colby Library Associates will display their purchases,
and there will also be an exhibit
of the Cuala Press of Dublin collection in the Treasure- Room.
President Bixler will conduct the
Baccalaureate
Service and the
Boardman Vespers will be directed
by Chaplain Osborne.
A change in the class reunions is
being considered for next year. Previously, the procedure has been for
the classes of every five 'years, this
year the classes of '48, '43, '38, etc.
to attend the reunions. However, the
new plan would bring together the
alumni who were in college at the
same tim e by in cluding the class
before and after the five-year mark.
There will be another noticeable
difference in this Commencement,
though it is a negative change.
This year there will be no cornerstones laid and no dedications. Almost every other Commencement has
seen one of these events .
The name -of the guest speaker
for Commencement exercises has not
been released as yet, but the announcement is expected shortly.
The p ro gram for Com mencement
in June will be as follows :
Friday, June 12
1:30—Senior Rehearsal.
Miller Library
2 :30--_rust eos Meeting
Roberts Union
8 :00—Dinner for Trustees , Alumni
Council and Faculty
Roberts Union
8 :45—Commencement Play
Womqn's Union
Saturday, June 13 >
8 :00—Class Agents' Breakfast
Louise Coburn
8 :30—Phi Beta Kappa
Methodist Church Vestry
10 :00—Senior Class Breakfast
Roberts Union
Class Day, Exercises immediatel y following breakfast
12 :30—Alumni-Alumnae Dinner
Field House
1:00—Colby
Library Associates
Meeting
'

Treasure Room

2 :45—-Baseball Game
Coombs Field
6 :00—Class Reunions
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John Scott , author, lecturer , f oreign correspondent , and at various
times chief of several overseas bureaus for "Time" and "Life" magazines , is currently on tour of the
nation's colleges and universities;
speaking on the mechanics and problems of modern journalism in a period of severe international tension.
Scott brings to the platform a wealth
of experience and' a deep first-hand
knowledge of Stalin 's Russia. He will
be the Gabrielsbn lecturer here on
•>
May 7.
Born in Philadelphia', Scott attended schools in the U. S. and in
Switzerland. He graduated from
George School, Penn., and attended
the University of Wisconsin for. two
years where his interests' ranged
from Greek civilization and dramatics to boxing and wrestling.
He left college during the depression years to see the" world and t o
write. He earned a metal-worker 's
certificate and sailed for Russia ,
where he worked in industrial plants
for five years and mastered the language. The great purge of ' 1937
forced him with thousands of other
foreigners from Soviet industry.
He stayed in Moscow three more
years - as a correspondent for a
French news agency ands the London
"News Chronicle". Then , two weeks
before the German attack on the
U.S.S.R., Scott was expelled from
the country for "slandering" Soviet
foreign policy and "inventing " reports of Soyiet-German friction . He
went to Japan and soon joined the
staff of "Time";
The lecture will be held Thursday, May 7, in the Averill Auditorium at 4. '

SCA Elects
Officers for Year
The Student Christian Association
held its annual election of officers
March 22. Freeman Sleeper was
elect ed presid en t ; Merrillyn Healey,
vice-president ; Sue Johnson , secretary ; and Karl Dornish , treasurer.
Three commission chairmen were also
elected at this time. They are : Barbara Miller as Program Chairman ;
Judy Baldwin as Community Service Chairman ; and Dave • McKeith
as World Relations Chairman. These
new cabinet members were formally
installed on April 12.
The weekend of March 6-8, thirteen delegates attended the Eastern
Now England SCM Conference at
Rolling Rulgo, in North Andover ,
Mass. Chet Ham . efficiated as
USCO chairman of this conference,
March 20-22 saw five more Colby
people at Rolling Ridge as delegates
t o th o Leg i sl ative Assembly of the
NESCM . At this meeting Bru ce
Woin was elected co-chairman of the
Regional Committee and Dave McKoith was elected as one of tho eight
students on the Administrative
Committee. Judy Baldwin and Pat
Bateman will be on tho Planning
Committ ee for next year's Eastern
NESCM Conference. Julio Brush was
elected to the Planning Committee
for 1054 Now England area SCM
Conference at O-At-Ka.
9:00~-Commoncemont Dance
Tennis Court (RU if rain).
Sunday, Juno 14
9 :<I5—Baocal auroato Service
Loriinor Chapel
12 :15—Commencement Dinner
Field House
2 :00—-Fraternity and Sorority Re,
unions
2 :30—Musi c on tho Mellon Organ
Lorim ov Chapel
A ,' 00—Reception by President and
Faculty
Roberts Union
5 :30—Picnic Supper
Roberts Union
7 .00-c-Boardman Vespers
Lorimor Chapel '
'
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John Hammond , Chuck Barnes , Jack King, Jack Johnston , Dick Hobart , Mike Manus , Foste r Barry and
Davy Harvey , members of the Colby "8" who are touring the Colby Alum ni Clubs in Maine .

Colby 8 Entertain Bullet in Boaril

For Alumni Clubs

The "Great Northern Trip '' ' of the
Colby Eight began last Tuesday
night. The starting point of the tour
was at Presqque Isle, Maine, where
the group was entertained at the
first annual dinner of the Northern"
Aroostook County Colby Alumni
Club. The speakers at this event
were Vice President Eustis and Bill
Millett.
On Wednesday the "Eight" moved
on down to Portland for the annual
dinner of the . Southern Aroostook
County Colby Alumni Club.
On the schedule for next week
the Colby Eight will be entertained
at alumni clubs in Millinocket and
¦ - . -' ¦¦
Bangor.

The Chapel Preacher on Sund ay,
May 3, will be Alvah L. Miller , General Secretary of the Near East
In- the spring of each year all
Society. He was director .of the Jerstudents
expecting to return in the
years
and
for
fifteen
usalem YMGA
fall
should
elect, with approval of
Commitwas with the International
advisers
their
programs of study
,
years.
tee in India for nineteen
for the following academic year.
Applications for the May 21 SelectThe election of course period this
ive Service Qualification , Test must spring will be from Tuesday, May
be subm itted to the Educatio nal 5, to Tuesday, May 26, inclusive.
Testin g Service , Princeton , New Jer - Unless a student is excused by the
sey, not later than mid night , May Dean , failure to elect courses dur11. The May 21 test is primari ly for ing this period will result in a fine
students who were prevented from of $2.00.
taking the test Apri l 23 by illness
After making an appointment with
or other emergencies , but is open to
the adviser (early appointments are
all other qualified students as well.
suggested to avoid a last minute
This will be the last test this school
rush) each student should obtain
year. Applications and information
the necessary election forms from
are available ' vat the Roberts Union
the Recorder's Office. These forms
Desk.
and the new catalog should be ready
for distribution by May 5.
The following is a list of departmental advisers.

Student Voting
For Book of Year Newman Club
Starts May 15th
Tentative suggestions for next,
year's Book of the Year selection
have been made public by the Book
of the Year Committee. The rather
large list will be pruned for presentation to the student body for voting
May 15, in Miller Library . Any' student , is permitted to make his own
suggestions to members of the committee before that date.
On the present list for consideration are : "Out of My Life and
Thoughts ", Schwoitser ; "Philosophy
in a Now Key ", Langer ; "Shooting
an Elephant" , Orwell ; ' "Edu cation
for Responsible Living ", Denham ;
"The Aims of Education ",/ Whitehead ; "Gulliver 's Trav els ", Swift ;
"Man in tlie Modern World" , Huxley ; "Tho Prince ", Machiavolli ;
"Symposium ", Plato; "On Liberty",
Mill ; "Way of All Flesh" , Butlor~,
"1984" , Orw ell ; ."Emilo", Rousseau ; "The Univoi|se and 'Dr, Einstoin ", Barnett ; "Areopagitiea",
Milton ; "Poetry of Freedom ", Bin-

The Newman Club held its monthly
meeting last Sunday in the Women's Union. Mary Pilon was elected
social chairman and is making plans
for the annual picnic to be held May
11 at the Outing Club Lodge. Martha Keith and Tony Yanuchi were
appointed to a publicity committee
and Tom Finn was named membership chairman .
Quinn Bersani and Al Obery each
gave a report on the panel discussions held at the recent New England Convention in Boston .
The .club was invited to attend a
p icnic at tho University of Maine
oh Saturday, Ma y 2, and a few of
the members are planning to attend.
The next mooting is scheduled for
May 10;} when the club will plan
an activities calendar for next year.

et and Cousins ; "Poems", Robert
Frost ; "Wind , Sand and Stars",
St. Exupery.
Any suggestions concerning the
books for nominations or other matters p ertinent to the balloting may
bo made to committoo members who
include : Cecil Rollins , Chairman ;
John Clark , Alfr ed Chapman , K.
8 :15—Colb y-Community Symphony Fred erick Gilluni , T^ioillo Pinette ,
Jano Whippl e, Stud ent Chairman ;
Concert *
Potor Oram , Jani ce Stevenson ,
Women 's Uni on
Charles Macomber , Car ol Dyor.
Mon day, Juno 15
- S—Commencement Exorcises
.9 A
Lawn , Miller Library
Tho nowly oloetod officers of
tho Wo men ' s Studont Longuo
aro : President , Mary Boldon ;
Vioo- Prosldont , Joa n Hawos ;
T reasure r , Joan Cross y ; Edh
'
t tor of Hand Book , Mrir garot
; Grant; and Mombors at Largo ,
Ju lio Brush and Joan Pratt.
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Dept. Advisors Aid
In Course Election

I

Mr. Carpenter
Art
Mr. Scott
Biology
Business Administration
- , Mr. Lathrop
Freshman
Mr. Bishop
Sophomores
Juniors
Mr. Williams
Mr. Weeks
Chemistry
Economics
Freshmen
Mr. Pullen
Upperclassmen Mr, Breckenridge
En glish
Freshmen
Present English
In struct or s
Sophomores and' Mr, Chapman
Juni ors chan ging
to English '
. Mr, Chapman
Juniors
Mr . Benbow
French
Mr. McCoy
Geology
Mr. Koons
Gorman
Mr. McCoy
,
History .
Mr. Fullam
Latin
Mr. Bliss
Mathematics
Mr . Combellack
Music
Mr . Comparetti
Philosophy
Mr, Clark
Physics
Mr. Brown
Phychology
Mr . Coigan
Religion
>
Mr . Osborne
Sociology
Freshmen
Mr. Jeffrey
Upperclassmen
Mr. Birge
Spanish
Mr, McCoy
American Civilization
Mr . Fullam
History-Government-Economics
Froshmon
Mr. Pullon
Upperclassmen Mr. Breckenridge
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"W aterville

"Who captured the flag ?" or "A
good time was had by all" is the
story of the picnic with the Lambda
Chi's. The ' damp weather didn't

dampen our spirits, although we almost lost Jackie in the quagmire
once. All thanks go to Ray and
Taff y.
The pledges gave their MotherDaughter Banquet on Monday night
in the Women's Union. After the
meal, the pledges put on a skit,
written by Lesty, about the "Old-

Fashioned A.D.Pi's of Past Eras".
Carol Farr stole the show as a 1920
flapper, and Flo is undoubtedly one
of the smallest founders that any
sorority ever had.
Another rummage • sale is coming
up. This time it will be held in Dexter's Drugstore on Friday, May 8.
A.D.Pi's are still working bh our

project for crippled children. Mrs .
Preston of the Hyde Memorial Home
in Bath spoke Wednesday night in
Roberts Union. Alumnae and patronesses attended the meeting.
One order of English muffins and
strawberry jam coming up I The seniors will be given their annual breakfast by the underclassmen this Sunday morning. After breakfast the
sorority will attend chapel.

Chi Omega

We are very glad to welcome our
two newest Chi Omegas. They are
Nancy Stagg and Diane Torrance,
who were initiated into Chi Omega
Tuesday evening; April . 28.
On Wednesday evening the Chi-0
closed party was held. The theme
being "The South Sea Islands",
costumes and music from South Pacific were used. In the spot light were
the freshmen with their dancing
and singing, the seniors with their
singing, and a chorus line of Chi-0
gobs. These girls included Susie
Delameter, Janie Millett, Connie
Rhodenizer , Barbie Ritch, Jane Collins, Heppy 'Reed, Bunny Henderson, Margie Hill, and Mary Belden.
The dinner , entertainment, and dancing were enjoyed by all .
Best wishes to Mimi Price and Pat
and to Nancy Fisher and her ATO.

Fraternit y News
T. D. P.

takes a good, tough, serious guy to wear the gear , of
IT
an Aviation Cadet. But if you can measure up, here's
your chance to get the finest in aviation training—training •
that equips you to fly the most modern airplanes in the
world and prepares you for responsible executive positions,
both in military and commercial aviation.
It won't be easy !Training discipline for Aviation Cadets
is rigid. You'll work hard, study hard , play hard—especially
for the first few weeks. But when it's over, you'll be a pro- '
with a career ahead of you that will take you as far as you
want to go. You graduate as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air
Force, with pay of $5,300.00 a year. And this is only the

beginning—your opportunities for advancement are unlimited,
To qualify as an Aviation Gadet, you
ARE YQfJ EL mLE?
^
must have completed at lehst two years of college. This is a
minimum requirement-it's best if you stay in school and
graduate! In addition , you must be between 19 and 26^
yedrS) unmarried., and in good physical condition,
YOU CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN PHOT OR AIRCRAFT OBSERVER
If you choose to be an Aircraft Observer, your training will
be in Navigation, Bombardment, Radar Operation or Aircraft Performance Engineering. •

New Aviation Cadet Trainin g Classes Begin Every Few Weeks !
HERE ' S WHAT TO DOS
f

Take a transcript of your college credits and a copy of your birth
certificate to your nearest Air Force Base or Recruiting Station.
Fill out the application they give you,

2,

If application is accepted , the Air Force will arrange for you to
take a physical examination at government expense.

Where to get more details:

Visit you r nearest Air Force Baso or Air Foreo Recruiti ng
Officer. Or write to: Aviatio n Cadet, Headquarters ,
U.,S. Air Force , Washington 25, D. C.

,
3. N ext , you will be given a written and manual aptitude test.
be
if
j ^ r you pass your physical and other tests, you will
scheduled
* for an Aviation Cadet training class. The Selective Service r
Act allows you a four-month deferment while waiting class
|
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The pledgees are back from, their
various journeys. Sonny Slater and
Bob Raymond had an interesting
time in N. Y. C and Danny Yarchin, Chugger Rhodes, and Roger
Landay have returned from the
Land of Disappointment. Wish we
could have seen Frank Huntress
pushing a skeleton around the halls
of Colby Junior. (Please note Junior.) Jess Smith was subject to the
miss-print of the age. Congratulations to Brothers Lavin and Ullman
for the fine showing they made with
the tennis team. Various brothers in
the house have' turned waiter and
•are doing exceptional jobs. Hersh
Alport, Bunny Fain , Jess Smith and
Dave Lavin have received acceptances from graduate schools. Greek
letter sing coming up and the tone
deaf brothers of TDP are getting
ready. Brahm 's 30th and O'Brasky 's
fifth will be featured. Alph wants
me to tell everyone his car made it
to Boston and back. What he doesn't want me to say is that it was
towed both . ways. What his car
needs is a new Siigmy pin ? ? ? What
the hell is a Stigmy pin , John ?
Earle had a very inspiring weekend
at Bowdoin, he always does. His
car doesn't , always get stolen,
though. Shoim is sporting a brand
new canary yellow Caddy with buttons for everything. He presses a
button and an elevator takes a
passenger to the back seat. Definitely a cool car. The social com- '
mitteo is working hard for the spring
weekend. Ought to be another great.
I More next week.

k^ pTr.

Pledge initiation is now in full
swing at the DKE House and nobody knows this better than the
pledges. Hell night was observed last
week by the brothers, who managed
to get a lot of exorcise and get rid
of a few grudges.
It has always boon our custom to
march the pledges blindfold through
tho town while thoy aro soundly paddled. A Waterville policeman ordered
silence from the procession and when
ono of the brothers argued , the
policeman threatened to jail him .
Retreating quietly back to campus ,
the pledges hoping for a quick lifo
of woddod bliss and escape from tho
^ torment of the brothers,
proposed
to several of the coeds , but to no
avail. Those coeds just won't settle
down.
All tho quests wore accomplished
satisfactorily. Pledges Pete French
and Forrest Barnes journeyed to
Boston whoro thoy wore to fill a bottle with water from the Charles Riv(Continued on Pago Five)
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Europ e - Cheap

AN Ey E ©N TH E STAGE
by Or. Louella Norwood, Guest Editor

There are many opportunities for
student travel to Europe this sum(I asked Dr. Norwood , as Colby's foremost Shakespearean authority,
mer -without great expense. Many
to
guest edit' this week' s column to give the readers any background
organizations plan tours and ar•
information
she chose on the coming Powder and Wig production of
range for • interesting and inexpen'
'
"Hamlet."
R. M.)/ , ¦
sive transportation with no idea of
way.
plays
than
one
right
Shakespeare's
can
more
in.
undoubtedly be read
monetery profit , but rather an inconsider,
Let
us
as
warnings
, three erroneous ways of reading them.
terest in international relations , ..and
(1) To treat them as if they were puzzles, to assume that if we can but
the broadening of college student' s
in the right way, we
educationoFor example, the Counr solve the puzzle of the play, fit the pieces together
unanswered
BUSINESS MANAGER cil on Student Travel has published shall know what Shakespeare meant and there will remain no
MANAGING EDITOR
Thisamong
poets and
questions.
will
not
supremacy
s,
do.
Shakespeare'
STAN ABRAMS
HERB ADAMS
a list of sailings to Europe of- stuare not
The.plays
dramatists
is
not
founded
puzzle-making.
on
superior
ships with the fare one way
Ass 't. Business Mgrs.—_ob Anderson , Steve Strauss dent
News Editor—Helen Cross
concentration
on
character
puzzles.
(2)
To
consider
the
single
plays
with
a
Assistant News Editors:
. Advertising Manager—Peggy Connelly one hundred fifty dollars or less.
Ass' t. Advertising Manager '—Geor ge Rudolph
Concerning a completely planned to the neglect of everything else, and in our play to limit the character
Make-up—Rebecca Rowe
Sales
Manager—Betsy
Benson
Advertising
Features—Yvonne Noble
tour, the Institute of European study to Hamlet, on the theory that the Prince is the play. Here the asSubscriptions—Pete Fishbin
Rewrite—Barbara Burke
is offering sixty-one days sumption is that if we can "soloe" the character of Hamlet, if we can
Circulation—Annette Irons Studies ^
Acting Sports Editor—Al Nagy
of travel under the guidance of analyze or psychoanalyze him completely, then we shall have got to the
professors from different European bottom of the play. Even if we could, I doubt that we should have "reTO THE WOMEN OF COLBY :
Universities for only $760. This, same ceived" the total play. There is more here than the character of Hamlet,
organization offers ten months of fine and interesting as that is. '
This Happened On Our Campus
Both these methods constitute a reading of the play with the mind only,
Case A: Recently a woman student left her dorm after closing study at the University of Vienna as if its meaning were limited to conceptual truth. Both represent an atthe Colby tuition. With
hours and returned an hour later, having done nothing for less than
similar unselfishness in mind , the tempt to arrive at the meaning of the play or a conception of a character
malicious in the meantime. A few days later she was brought A.I.R.C. is conducting a European "in cold blood," as one critic puts it. These are the methods of prosaic
•
before the .Women's Judiciary Board.
Study Tour which costs $550 and analysis. At best they are only partial readings.
plays
bear
in
mind,
were
not
written
Shakespeare's
it
is
,
necessary
to
consists of a month in Britain, sevPunishment : She was campused for 31 days.
died.
They
repay
any
amoiint
of
much
less
to
to
be
read,
he
closely
stu
Case B: A f ew months ago two women students lef t their dorm eral weeks in Paris, and some free close study, to he sure, but to the best purpose only for those who are
for travel in the various Europafter closing hours, broke into and damaged the kitchen timecountries.
This plan is aimed at steadily aware that they were written to be produced on the Elizabethan
ean
window of said dorm, and stole food. Caught redrhanded , more than a tourists view ; its pur- stage, for the London audience of that age, from the grounding in the pit
they denied any malicious action. When brought ., before pose is to allow students to deal to .the cultivated courtier in the gallery. These widely diversified audiences
the Judiciary Board , confession revealed that this was not with the people of other countries, saw Shakespeare's plays in the swift-moving "two hours' traffic" of the
their persona l, econom ic, and polit- stage, and the effect aimed at , therefore, was the total impression made
their first theft of similar nature.
ical problems. With these splendid hy the play. These gorgeous pageants passed rapidly before their eyes,
Punishment: They were campused for 13 days.
opportunities, a college student may th e gorgeou s verse wa s spok en "drippingly on the tongue." -They must
The time is ripe for Colby women to recognize the serious need for seriously consider a summer abroad. catch the sight and sound , with all their implications, on the wing. They
were fine audiences. They responded to the gorgeousness with all their
reconstruction of' the Women's Judiciary Board. With the present
senses, with their emotions and imaginations, as well as their minds. We
set-up each Judicial Board consists of nine women whose "numbers"
must do the same. These plays that we often analyze "too curiously " are
have been picked from a box, along with two ex-officio members
of course poems, and as poems they must be read and seen. As a poem
who are the President and Secretary of Women's Student League.
cannot be reduced to mere "statement," but must be read totally and given
This being the system, there is a new and green board judging each
a chance to make its total impact or impression, so these dramatic poems
must he responded to as total experiences.
case. The actual cases presented above show that the inefficiency of
each and every board will vary, thus resulting in great inequality of Two weeks ago Mr, Cousins ex- Any interpretation of a play to he satisfactory must take account of
everything in the play, everything of importance certainly. T. S. Eliot, in
punishment.
plained the problem of modern livlis cosmic wisdom, concludes in his study of LIAMLET that "the essential
A new plan would provide for a Women'- Judiciary Board similar ing to us. He worded the challenge emotion of the play is the feeling of a son toward a guilty iiiother," and
to that of the men. In contrast "to our inefficient system, the Mens' to the thinking student as "What finding that large areas of the play have nothing to do with this theme
Can I Do????"
judiciary Committee consists of 13 responsible men, elected by the Well, what • can you do'? Or — (which should have warned him) , he pronounces the play "undoubtedly an
Student Government because of their high caliber. This board re- what will you do? Will you punch artistic failure." Why, of all things, he puzzles, did Shakespeare put these
mains constant through the academic year. We are not implying that an adding machine ? Design fash- extraneous materials in? Why, indeed. Because he was writing another
play from the one Mr. Eliot thinks he was writing.
the Women's Judiciary Board should be elected by the Student ions? Make acids ? Draw cartoons? HAMLET is, for one thing, a play about silence, the silence of death, the
Government, but we strongly believe that our Judicial Board should Read ticker tape? Fine. Fine, ex- silence beyond the grave. It is Hamlet's last word : "The rest is silence."
cellent, dandy. Great.
be elected for the same term, and should consist of members of the BUT IF YOU REALLY WANT One critic puts it that it is a play about "being dead." Of the vast amount
same merit. Under the direction of the Executive Board of the Wom- TO DO SOMETHING EFFECTIVE of material in the play on this theme, I have room for only a little.
f t'
ens Student League, elections for Judicial Board members could be against the threat to our way of The play opens with a Ghost, who
So horribly . . . (does) shake our disposition
held and efficiently carried out, once the gravity of such a position life, consider work in the fields of
With
thoughts beyond the reaches of our souls.
Government, in Labor Management;
,
is realized.
.
When
Polonius
asks
Hamlet, "Will you walk out of the air, my lord?"
in Education, in Writing. These axe
The backing of the entire Women's student body is needed now. the areas crying for talented, edu- Hamlet replies, "Into my grave." Hamlet's glorious "What a piece of
Talk it over with your friends. Don't YOU agree it is time that this cated, concerned young people. These work is a man !" ends with "And yet , to me, what is this quintessence of
tremendously important but presently weak organization be strength- are the jobs with Influence , with a dust ?" In tho great soliloquy on suicide what stays the hand is the thought
. . . in that sleep of death what dreams, may come
capital "I" Ml And these are the
,
ened?
When
we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
jobs that the Communists are steadNancy Eustis
and
"The
dread
of
something after death. " After Hamlet kills Polonius,
ily and quietl y moving into.
Betsy Powley
Rosencrantz
:
"What
have you done, my Jord , with the dead body P" and
In his book , "You Can Change
Hamlet
:
"Compounded
it with dust , whereto 'tis kin." And in reply to
the World", James Keller points out
King's
the
inquiry,
Hamlet , where's Polonius?" Hamlet : "Not
"Now
This problem has come up before. Last spring the ECHO carried the immense opportunities these where he oats, hut where ho is eaten . A certain convocation of politic
fields offer :
an editorial about the Women's Student League, but at that time . . . Local, national
worms are e'en at him ," and he expatiates at large on the worm as the
, and state
no one was particularly interested in the fact that we have what governments aro desperate for work- "emperor of diet ." In the gravedigger's scene (the comic relief of this
seems to be an unfair arid inefficient system of taking care of girls ers who are willing to. think and to play I), both the clowns and Hamlet make death their theme. Hamlet respeak up for the ideals upon which flects on death as the great leveler of politician, courtier , lawyer, the "great
who break niles.
buyer of land," Yornick , my lady, and Alexander , and to his inquiry of the
Now, the attention of many girls is focused on what seems to be our 'nation is based. Aro you willing experienced gravedi gger, "How long will a man lie in the earth ere he
to servo ? Or do you prefer to lot
inconsistency in the method of giving out punishment. Nobody is "the other guy " (who could be a rot ?" The clown responds with detailed information.
These aro only a fow hints.- Hamlet moves in his thought and imaginings
saying that Case A's punishment was too strong considered by itself , subversive) do tho "dirty work"
on
the edge of tho next world, There is nothing like this in Othello , Lear,
was
too
light
when considered alone. in politics ?
or that Case B's punishment
MaoBoth,
Have we here a possible solution to the "puzzle" of Hamlet's
or
,
. . Ono vote , ono loader , one
But the fact that one punishment is given by one group of girls, and
?
In
such
a world of half-lights and darkness ,
delay
another punishment is decreed by a different group of girls is bound thinker can swing a labor union
.
.
.
with
the knowledge of death as walking on
.
from bitter squabbling to reasonable
to make for inequality.
one
side
of me,
demands. Would you go to union
And tho thought of death closo-walking. the other
When- the girls on the jury are faced with what seems to them meetings ? Or is that beneath you P
side of me, (Whitman )
to be a fair judgment, they have practically nothing to go on but . . . Miss Nicolson pointed out
can
response
what
bo made by this "son of a KingP"
their own feelings in the matter. Comparable cases are hard to find the overwhelming power a teacher
oven
Finally,
tho
staid Horatio, in saying his last good night to his
because of the great secrecy which surrounds all Judiciary action. possesses .to change tlio whole course "Sweet Prince," closes with
of her students ', life . Aro you willing
Unless the presiding officer has handled a like case during her term to teach P Or can
And fli ghts of angles sing thee to thy rest.
you ttiako mqro
'
for
has
served
of
the
members
on
a
previous
jury
of office , or one
money in a lab , influencing chemicals ? (Why. bother working for
a similar case, there is no way of checking precedent.
The fact that some girls whose names are picked by chance from money ? Buy a small printing press.)
a box will n ot necessarily be good jud ges is a fact that must be faced. . . . A writer can inspire or bigot
masses of people with every typoTheir reactions to a, given case may depend on any number of things, writer blow. Aro yo\i willing to To the Student Body j
that tho ECHO is not big enough for
m any of which may actually be entirel y irrelevant.
struggle? (But mathematicians are
This is in reply to those who havo two record review columns, and alThe two girls who wrote this letter arc expressing the feelings sooooo muoh moro important — and asked mo what has become of 'my though I had tho advantage of berecord review column , '.'Discord",. ing "first come", I seem to lack
of m any of t he girls. ,In the dorms, in the Spa, ' and other places look how , much thoy make !II)
Analyzia
I . havo been tho nocossavy qualities and connecttho situation. Figure out It is with rogrot that
¦
where, girls congregate, the situation is discussed. But nobody does
whether it is moro important to you forced to abandon my pi aoo on t))n ions to make tho gmdo. It, has long
anything about it. The writers of the letter have put forth the be- to collect , prestige and wallet-sized ECHO staff and succumb to my boon .a dispute on which
was , the
ginnings of a plan which they think would be better than our presentsuperiors , -It, 's a woll -knoivn fact moro popular, jazz or hit tunos , and
(Continued on Pago Five)
system. If there is to be anything done about this problem, it must
not unlike a good many dance bands;
be done at once. This school year is almost over,'and nevy' officers suggest that all girls who are interested in the revision of the present I havo boon unable to compote with
have just been elected to take over Women's Student League. Action system get in touch With cither of the two girls whose names are tho trend of tho, tiinos, In closing,
(Continued on Pago Five)
mus t be started promptl y for the plan to get anywhere, So may we signed above , or contact the ECHO editor immediately.
Founded 1877. Published weekl y by the students of Colby College ; printed by the Eagle
Publishing Co., Inc., Gardiner , Maine. Chart er members of the tjew England Intercollegiate
Newspaper Association. Represented by National Advertising Service, Inc. Subscri ption rate s:
students , $2.50; facul ty free ; all others , $3.00, Newsstand price: ten cents per copy. Entered as second class matter at the Post Office at Waterville , Maine. Acceptance for
mailing at special rate of postage provide d for in Section 1103, Act of October 3, 1917,
authorized December 24, 1918.
All opinions in this newspaper not otherwise identified are those of the Colby ECHO.
Mention the ECHO when you buy.
' EDITOR
MARTHA CORNISH
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HANGOU T

when the bases were loaded , no_outs, only to left or cent er , fiel d , we've since Cole Porter's "Kiss Me Kate"
FRATERNITY NEWS
last appeared on Broadway.)
and proceeded to strike out the first got the title.
(Continued from Page Three)
With a maze of eight blazing loud
.
Initiation
for
Francis
Kirkpatrick
er and then get the Mayor's, sig- batter and cause the second to hit
speakers
— P & W will be one of
and Bob Russo was held Tuesday
They succeeded after into a double play.
This week Hangout Committee has nature on it.
theatrical groups 'in New
the
few
boys.
Bill Sheebe's drill rifle is going to night. Welcome to the circle,
down the Mayor through
an important announcement to tracking
England
to
use a three dimensional
his head. Mr. Jennison caught him Keep those brands out of water.
Globe's" office .
make. Applications are wanted for the "Boston
system
sound
— somewhat like the
Pledges Bob Brown and Fred shooting it at old ladies last week. HOOKS AND SLICES
the positions of Manager and Treasin
New York' s famousBrothers Jones and Skelley made one now used
Bagnall had to go to Pawtucket, Don White, battling a strong head
urer.
and sleep in the jail wind, managed to get two of his six a very good showing in recent golf development, Cinerama. With muck
The manager is to have total Rhode Island,
Warren Kinsman arrows across the pond. The predic- matches. If Jones could control that of the action taking place on large
supervision of . the Hangout room, overnight. Pledge
had to get a goat. tion is that-Don will go swimming putter he'd be in the low seventies platforms constructed in front of the
he will be responsible to, and a mem- and Dave Sortor
stage — together with this sound
all the time.
much to our disadvan- in the near future.
ber of , the Hangout Committee. For They got it,
system — the audience will receive
Warren
Crosh
y
h
a
s
don
e
w
e
ll
with
column
,
In
answer
to
last
week's
ruining the playroom
those who feel they can fill this job, tage. After
somewhat a similar illusion created
the
r
ac
k
e
t
squad
so
far
Th
e
tennis
.
"Militarism
means
can
only
say,
we
floors around
give a letter of application and rec- floor and a few other
in theatre-in-the-round, that of beteam
couldn't
get
along
without
him
the
alliance
of
the
military
with
branded as
ommendation, from a faculty member campus, the goat was
ing
right in the midst of the achut
then
neither
can
the
coeds.
powerful
economic
groups
to
secure
both by the brothers and
to " Al Lindsay at the Lambda Chi undesirable
tion.
It's
not
true
that
Wally
didn't
for
officials. At that time appropriations , on the one hand,
House by May 5th. The applicant the college
It is up to us now to sit back and
-stolen. KDE thanks a constantly increasing military and make the tennis trip b ecause it
the
goat
was
'> ,
must be a male.
wait
to see what will come of this
would
mean
leaving
Betsy
for
four
naval establishment, and on the
it. .
,
The ' treaushrer must have suc- whoever took
event
to be held next week on May
days.
At the track meet with Bates, other hand , the constant threat of
cessfully complet ed at least one year
7
and
9. A cast of approximately 30
Wh
y
didn
't
Donnie
Martin
quit
Bob Jac- the use of that swollen military esof accounting and must have a rec- Middlebury and Vermont,
has
been
memorizing lines since the
poker
?
gh and low tablishment ' in behalf of the econommendation from a faculty member obs streaked over the hi
days
of February, while a workfirst
Thought
for
the
Week
This ac- omic interests at home and abroad
of the Business Department.- Submit hurdles to take two firsts.
ing
crew
of
almost 50 students and
This
little
gem
is
very
appropriate
twenty points of the industrialists supporting it."
applications to Barbara Best, Mary counted for ten of the
'
faculty
has
been' solving the many
for
many
of
the
sarcastic remarks
the meet..
Low, by May 5th. The applicant Colby scored at
problems
that
go into a theatrical
made in this column :
Colby 's basketball team won all
Zete
may b'e either male or female.
production.
"The
play 's the thing"
It is usually the seive that tells
p. John
Criticism from all sides hit after
Also, by popular request, no more three games on its recent tri
—
and
next
week
we
shall see much
with four for last week's literary effort. Seems the needle he bas a hole in his head.
TV on Thursday nights. Dance , eat, Jacobs contributed
evidence
to
that
fact.
twelve for a booming ,333 batting Burma Shave ads don't contribute
play cards at Hango\it.
OVER 100 STUDENTS
' '
average.
''
enough to fraternity publicity. Well,
(
Continued
from Page One)
'
employed
Tat and Hunch are now
when the boys start doing something
WHAT W I L L YOU DO?
GIGUERE'S
j
to
page."
"the
(It' is rumored that
promat the Moulin Rouge. They
printable, they'll see their names
(Continued from I^age Four)
costumes
like
those
BARBER
SHOP
worn
during
the
ve
town if you'
in the ECHO.
green engravings and at the same ise the best service in
and
"players scene" have not been seen
to
tip
them.
money
got
the
The pledges hit the headlines for
time* to pass the buck of your resBEAUTY PARLOR
their . display of. road racing, last -Friponsibility to society, or to' use your
Tel. 680
146 Main St.
L. C. A.
day night. How McLoon and Russo
talents doing constructive work. De- - /
By popular request of 36 lynch- crossed the finish line alright we'll
cide whether you prefer to spend
;
Tardif Jeweler
your life (remember —- you have h appy brothers, we'll try again. never know. The girls seemed to get
only one) doing something "easy " There is a rumor that Ace Parker a kick out of it though. One was I
"Waterville's Sterling
i
\
ori something challenging. It's up to is hea ding for New York TV circuits reported to have said "Too bad the
Flowers For Every Occasion i
i
Headqu a rters "
you , the individual . For YOU CAN for another try at a month'is worth headlights are so bright." Hmm.
at Reasonable Prices
<
of lunches.
The volleyball team was flying
CHANGE THE WORLD!!! '
i
Agent
for
Bill Ames adds another column to high till eligibility and the Dekes
We..Deliver
i
his collection as "Bombers Bruise hit them on the same night. A six \ Towle - Gorham - Wallace \
YOU SPEAK
Maplehurst
<
Bo3'ar's Boys ". Bill was the win- and one record went into that Deke
(Continued from Page Four)
International - Lunt
Greenhouses
<<
I would* like to say that I have en- ning, pitcher. The score was 13 to 12. contest , but our neighbors protested
joyed writing during my brief stay Bill Sheebe hit in the winning run tlie eligibility of a feiv golf and ten- ' Reed & Barton - Heirloom <
TeJ. 1576
Member F.T.D. <
with the ECHO , and that I wish my in the n in th inn ing with a line drive nis players. Young Karl Dornish
i
• .
...
<
single to the catcher.
tried to fill the gap but the Dekes
successor luck.
The "Rotund One" has received prevailed and should go on to a
Regretfully,
letters congratulating him on championship.
three
Warren Turner
his hitting in recent Colby varsity The softball team has yet to show
contests. He has gotten six hits in its ability, which isn't too much
' ? __. ' Harold B. Berdeen
Gibbs secretarial training opens doors for college women to
"
f} {
twelve times at bat . We ' thank Mr. according to an ECHO sports writer . career
opportunities in their chosen field. Special Course
f j \%
{ ^ _8k
W*
\
Job, Novelty and Social Printing ! and Mrs. Palmer and Pudge for their However, the club may prove to be for College Women. Five-school personal placement service. >^fwra» m V p—»to®
Write College Dean for "Gibbs Girls at Work."
^/IX V"f _.___ _£_ *"-"^v
j
- We Give You Service
letters. Is it really true that Pudge a dark horse outfit . The only weakTelephone 152
beat out a bunt ?
ness is right field , second base and
1/\V (U J *)\ £ ¦. / \
M l*»ll»ron_ i Street
Our
undying
admiration
goes
to
NEW YORK 17, 230 PaiK Avenue
pitching. If we can get the opposition SSSTSiMA
92 Pleasant St. Waterville, Me.
CHICAGO It, 51 E. Supsrlor Street PROVIDENCE 6. 155 Anjell Street ^_K ^_l i\r J =A/\
11
.WOHTCLAIR .H. J,33 Plymouth Street
Art Eddy who came into the game to hit the ball out of their hand and
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MULE KICKS

Rules far Ganoers

Last Sunday night the golf team
returned from Boston from three
meets which started them off to a
The Colby Outing Club has anpromising season. Although they
nounced the rules for the use of the
returned with a one-win, two-lost
canoes. The two canoes ' are kept at
record , the scores of the players
the lodge on Great Pond. As everv
show that they, as a team, are capstudent knows, or should know, the
able of doing great things in the
lodge is the property q f the college,
State Championships. On the twen- and last year when the lodge was
ty-third Colby played Boston Unimistreated, the college threatened to
versity on the Oakley Country Club.
sell it unless the students quit their
The team's standings were B.TJ. 21 vandalism. Nbw that spring is'
here
points, Colby 6 points . The individand the lodge is being used a great
ual cards of the players were :
deal, students are once again mis44 39. 83
P. Kilmister .
treating their privileges. The Outing
46 40 86
R. Carr
Club asks ' that all students coop47 40 87
. .
R. Jones
erate in keeping it in good condition
42
41 83
D. Sirakides
so that it will still be used for and
48 42 90
F. Sleeper
by the students.
47
46
93
R. Skelley .
The rules for canoe usage are :
On the twenty-fourth, the boys
1. Users must be members of the
p layed Massachusetts Institute of club.
Technology, with far better results.
2. They must be able to swim .
This was the players' only victory
3. They must have had experience
of the trip, the teams' standings with a canoe.
¦
being Colby 17% points , M.I.T. 9%
4. Weather conditions must be
points. The individual standings for
¦
.
this was : "
published next week.
P. Kilmister
42 36 78
Coach John Cuddebaek , of the
¦
41 41 82 Varsity Golf Team , is attempting to
It, Carr
45 40 ' 85 organize a Junior Varsity Team,
D. Sirakides
39 37 ' 76 which would consist mainly of freshR. Jones
42 42 84 men interested in playing Varsity
F. Sleeper
¦ 46
44 90 golf come next year. Although not
R. Skelley
On the twenty-fifth , the golfers a very successful meeting was held
again went down to defeat , but fight- last Monday evening at the field
HARDWARE
ing a strong battle against Tufts , house, as, at that point there seemed •
i
on the Mount Hood course. The in- to be only three people interested
HOUSE W A R ES
dividual cards turned in for this day in -JV golf , more players were rewere the best of the trip and showed cruited and Mr. Cuddebaek is now
WESTIMGHOUSE
marked improvement in most cases. attempting to work up a schedule
Kilmister
44
36
80
P.
for the team. But it is still not to
47
39 86 late for anyone interested to see Mr. !
APPLIANCES
. R. Cani
R. Jones
38 43 81 Cuddebaek and have liis name put
;
i
D. Sirakides
38 37 76 on the roster.
P. Sleeper
47
41 88
42 41 83
R. Skelley
Your Headquarters for Quality Jewelry and Sterling
|
Although the team record that
came back from the trip was not too
impressive, the boys feel that the !
T30 Main Street
trip shows that they can , and do,
:
:
MAINE
WATERVILLE .
play a good bi-and of golf , and that
it will improve steadily throughout
the season . One of the reasons felt
for the defeats was the lack of practice that the team made , as the
Country Club had only officially
opened the week before , and prior
t o that , the players were unable to
get any green or chip-shot practice
— over half the game.
Wednesday of this week the players tangled with Maine , and Thursday, they met Rhode Island. Both
of these tournaments were played on
Colby 's home course , the Oakland
Country Club , and the results will be

BY HERB ADAMS

Take a look at the Colby tennis team. Much to the surprise of
several Mule sports fans, it moved into three matches around the Hub
last week and. emerged from each and all with hot one mark of
defeat. While all this was going on, the highly geared baseball club
was making local headlines and not much was printed concerning
the racquet crew, who steadily took victory after victory, and dumped
Tufts, M.I.T., and Boston University by the losers, wayside.
It was somewhat of a surprise to see the sextet come back undefeated because, as you remember, they had quite a time securing
a coach. Eventually, the man who can always plug a gap in the
athletic program filled in. Mike Loebs rests quite satisfied with the
fine work of Captain Bob Gordon, Dave Lavin, Warren Crosby, and
Pete Lowry. These are the "top four", true enough , but while the
opposition was concentrating on these men, both Ross Bear and Dick
"on again — off again" Ulllman slashed and smashed their way to
added triumphs.
We congratulate the tennis squad, undefeated in three starts, and
have this final query : Why isn't Dave Walhngford playing? and why
isn't Mel Phillips playing? They both could strengthen an already
strong squad.
•While we're on the subject: it comes as good news that the Wales
Courts are finally receiving some attention and repair. It has been
mentioned that more individuals play tennis than engage in any
other major sport . . . that reason alone warrants upkeep for the
courts and we we're ready to criticize until we heard the story concerning the plan to keep them in match play condition. Now that
we know the story we can't criticize . . . only throw three cheers in
the direction of those responsible for obtaining steady maintenance.
From tennis to fish in one easy sentence! It was quite a salmon
that Colby's Athletic Director captured
a few days. ago. We'd like to
f '
congratulate Mr. Williams and ask what he used for a lure?
Just might mention to all you other rod arid reel enthusiasts . . . .
the streams in Kennebec, Waldo , and Knox Counties are still a bit
too high for rewarding trips. The fish are finding ample food in the
insect and worm supply that is being washed from the banks. There
is one stream though, in Thorndike , that should be ready for eager
anglers in about two weeks. It's called Half Moon stream and runs
for almost five miles carrying several trout attracting pools. The
stream was stocked early last season and should yield a goodly number of firm fish in the ten inch class. But if you decide to fish Half
Moon, keep your rod under seven feet; the water lane is heavily
treed over.
Perhaps we should have spent more time talking about the way
in which the Junior Varsity is pounding out lop-sided baseball victories. Now that the J.V. program (combination frosh-soph) is actively installed , we can see nothing but good coming forth. In two
games thus fax-, the younger Colby diamond representatives , have
belted across twenty-four runs and the moundsmen have permitted
only one scant tally.
I'd say baseball at Colby is going to have a good year ; get out to
a few games . . . it always helps the club and the coach when they
up, Betty Winkler and Mi mi Price.
know we're interested.
Bowling : won by Jean Hawes ;

HOUSE TO RENT
ft

'

'
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Professor and family seek a J

house to ront while at Colby '
from Juno 20 to July 31, noar !
Waterville, preferably near a j

lake.
| ,
!
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runner-up was Lynn Leacy.
Deck Tennis : won by Merrilyn
Healy ; runner-up, Carolyn Branch .
' The singles and doubles tennis
I he results of the Spring Sports tournaments will begin next week.
Tournaments were announced at a Anyon e wi shi ng to ent er is r eq u ested
tea held on Tuosday afternoon in to sign up.
the Smith Ij oungo. The results are
as follows :
Badminton Doubles-: won by Es- ! Under same management as |
tello thicobson and Ann Burbank ;
runnors-up wore Barbara Moore and ; .
Augusta
Kath y Voght.
Is
Pi ng Pong Singles : won by Barbara Whitings ; runnor-up was Beth
Young,
Ping Pong Doubles : won by Morril yn Healy and Lynn Grutznor ;
WatorviIKo
runn ors-up wore Corky Shipman and
All
Elootrio
Cooking
Maril yn Faddis. '
Our Kitchen is open for
Shuflloboard : won by Los van
|
Inspection at all times
. .'¦
Nostrand and Jean Hawes : runnors-

w. A. A. News
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Please write :

DR. MO STOW
5014 Tho Alameda
Baltimore 12, Md.

The Blaine
The New
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Dancing Nightly
VISIT
THE PUB .
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Cleanliness Prevail.

Main St.

Watorvlll o , Mo.

OPEN DAY and NIGH T

,

1

PARK S* DINER
Wliovo Quality, Service'
. and

favorable.
.5. There must be life preservers
in the canoe.
.
6. More than one person must be
out in a canoe, or at the ' lodge
when canoes are in use. There is
a maximum of four people . to a
canoe.
•
7. Canoes are only to be used on
G-reat Pond unless special permission is obtained.
8. Permission for use must be
obtained from COC.president or vice
president . (Week days , Phil Hussey, and weekends^ Dick Whiting
at the Kennebec Vet. Service..)
The annual club elections will be
held May 5. There will be a club
supper at the lodge Thursday, May
7. On Sunday, May 10, there will
be a club outing at the lodge. The
plans for the Katahdin trip are
underway for late in May.
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SHOE R EPA I R I N G AND DYING
156 - 158 MAIN STRE ET

Glues tho Co|by Student
Quality Service

O no Da y Service
For Your Convenience) Will Deliver
____________________M___________________________l___
^_____________l
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Post Office Square
ESSO
Service Center

! Rollins - Dunham Co. I
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Whether you are a seasoned
^^^^8^$R>cv _V\>^l^ ?.i'
player, or one who aspires to "
^^^^^^^qR^^^^^-^
a better game, put your
^^^S^l^^SifflMj fe
faith in the Spalding Kro-BAT
^m^^^^^ Mi^
or the Spalding-made Wright
^ ^^^^Mli^SlBHfcp^
' & Ditson DA.VIS CUP.
y^^^^^^ l^^H^^F^l
These are the traditional
/
l
^ ^C^S^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^\
l^ll^k
favored rackets wherever fast /^^^yc$?^PcVCS^^^^'^Rv
tenuis is played. Made in
lf R?^OoS^O^Rx^^^^
^w
_^M
¦i^
W
over-all weights, grip sizes
vvlw_^^«
/IifxV-W^I^Pvl<
i#.^
_WO?0
:|s,
flexibilities,
every
to fit
and
R5^^^OtW
player with custom-like
\lwo£Ocv^

They are perfect companions ^^OAO^OcvS^^^ScwmFi^
to the Twins of Championship ^^O^iQXQ^Rs^^^blj^^
tennis balls..,the Spalding '' xJa&'Vcvc*^

L ITTLE " MAN" ON CAMPUS "

Hardwick Tennis Goucher College
Offers Twenty.
Clinic at Colby
Miss Mary Hardwick, interna,t- Fellowships
ionally known tennis player, will
conduct a tennis clinic here on May
15. If the weather permits, the program will be held at the Wales Tennis Courts ; otherwise, in the Men's
Field House.
Miss Hardwick will demonstrate
court techniques and instruct from
1:30 to 2 :30 and will participate ih
an exhibition match from 2 :30 to
3 :30. The 'hour beginning at 3 :30
will be devoted to the teaching o£
school children (open to boys and
girls from Junior High up.)

Miss Hardwick has an outstanding

re cord all over the world as a player,

teacher and "Ambassador of Tennis." From 1936-39 she was a member of th e 'Wightman- Cup Team ;
1937, British covered court champion , Scottish champion, Scandinavian doubles champion ; 1939 , toured
West Indies ; 1940 finals and in National , Championship-Forest Hills,
won tourn aments in Los Angel es ,
Palm Beach, M iami , Hot Sprin gs ,
St. Louis j 1941 made professional
debut at Madison . Square Garden.
Since this time , Miss Hardwick has
spent a considerabl e amount of her
time l ecturin g on tenni s and givin g
clinic s and exhibitions at schools ,
colleges and public parks,
Mjss Hardwick' s ap pe ar an ce hero
on May 15 is the only one she will
make this season in the State of
Main e. Therefore , invitations have
be en s ent to hi gh school and college
students throughout the state. The
committee of students who havo
ma'do the arran gements are : The
WAA tennis managers , Ann Burger
ond Sue Smith phis Barbara Kramer ; also the varsity tennis captain
Dave Lavin and manager Herahol
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Introducing the New
SWEATER SKIRT KIT

| Knit . a Cardi gan or a Pull"Botany " No Dye
J over with
i Lot Yarn and the kit also
i contains sufficient yardage of
| matching Botany Flannel,for
| a SKIRT —
?
Order Yours Today
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\ Excellent Meals for the Student i
i . At a price he can afford to pay J
ITALIAN SANDWICHES
!
|
ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
OUR SPECIALTY

Advertisin g In The "ECHO" Gets Results
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' Ask yourself this question : Why do I smoke?
,
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment.
i
And you get enjoyment only from the taste of a
Luckies taste better—cleaner, fresher, smoother !
SSM Why? Luckies are made better to taste better. And,
MM what's more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco.
'
Strike Means Fine Tobacco.
^1 L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette..,
WM
for
better taste—for the cleaner, fresher, smoother
yto
jj||

1 taste of Lucky Strike ...
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Silver Street
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Twenty fellowships for graduate
study, in elementary teacher training are available at Goucher College for 1953-54. The fellowships
in varying amounts up to $1,725 ,
are . open/.to women graduates pf liberal arts colleges who have ho prior
training or experience as a teacher.
The new program , which has been
made possible by a grant from the
Ford Foundation for the .Advancement of Education , will lead to a
degree of Master, of Education in
one year.
Goucher College will work in close
cooperation with the Baltimore City
public schools in the graduate program . The accent of the course of
studies will be on practice teaching
and seminar discussions of .problem s
met in the classroom . The purpose
of the program is to provide elementary teachers equipped with a rich
liberal,, arts background as well as
fine technical training.
The deadline for applications is
June 15, 1953. Address all correspondence to Director of Admissions,
Towson , Baltimore 4, Maryland.

MARY HARDWICK

Bay ' Pick B_b lar

, product or t/f o jfmiiuzaM
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leading) manufacturer of ciqa«ettes
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T H R E E PARTIES
(Continued from Page One)
listed on the party platform are
an attempt for a student survey of
the curriculum , the sponsorship of
chartered busses for vacations and
athletic events, an increase in the
appropriations to various organizations under Student Government financial control, and the encouragement of the growth of the Maine Intercollegiate ' Student Government
Assembly for a better relationship
between the four Maine college s. It
would like to back the alumni in a
drive for an artificial ice rink; and
advocates a continviation of the cooperative spirit with the faculty and
administration.
The candidates for the Improvement Party are Roy - Shorey for president, William Sullivan for vice president , Dot Forster for treasurer , and
Jane Whipple for secretary. Roy
Shorey is vice president of Student
Government of which he was a
representative m his sophomore year ,
a representative to the Maine Intercollegiate Student Government
Conference, chairman of the Improvement Committee of Student
Government, and secretary of Zeta
Psi. He has been active on the Convocation Committee and is a member
of Men 's Judiciary Committee.
William Sullivan was secretary of
his sophomore class and is a Student
Government representative for which
he acted as chairman of the delegation to the Brown Intercollegiate
Student Govez-nment Forum. He is
social chairman for Alpha Tau Omega and has been in charge of the
fraternity publications, a member of
the Book of the Year ' Committee,
Newman Club, and Powder and Wig
in which he was a student director.
Dot Iterator has been treasurer
and scholarship chairman of TriDelt , treasurer and manager of the
Colbyettes , and librarian of Glee
Club. She worked on the Varsity
Show and is a cheerleader.
Jane Whipple is assistant secretary of Student Government , chairman of the Book of the Year Committee and social representative of
Panhellenic Council. She is active
in Qutin g Club and a memb er of
the Women 's Athletic Association
board .
The Dependent Party wishes to
work within th e fr amework of what
is possible and plausible for the
Student Government to accomp lish,
It f eels th at stud ent s mi ght n ot b e
well acquainted with these facts.
It emphasizes the necessity of student support and cooperation with tho
faculty to make Student Government
an effective reality which can work
for the improvement of the college.
It wishes to work for the students
if the students desire to work with
th em , for tho Student Government
is dependent upon tho students.
The candidates for the Dependent
Party are Dave O'Noil for president,
Vic Scaliso for vice president , and
Barbara Guernsey for secretary.
Dave O'Noil is chairman of the Student-Faculty Committee , president of
Lambd a Chi , Student Govern ment
representative , and president of the
Inter-Fratornity Council. Ho is active on Men 's Judiciary Committe e
and Social Committees.
Via Sca liso . has been secretary
of Kappa Delta Rho for which ho
is rushing chairman and house chairman , a Studont Government representative , and a co-chairman of
ROTO.
Barbara Guernsey is a member of
Hangout Committoo of which she
is chairman this year and will bo

.secretary next year. She is on tho
i
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" Good Shoos for
Collogo Mon and Women "
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GALLERT
SHOE STORE

i
ii

51 Main Stroot
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Watorvlllo

M aine

WE EN TEND CREDIT

Executive Board of Women's Studend League where she was editor
of the Handbook , and has been nominated for president next year. Bunny is an officer in Tri-Delt this .year
aria will hold another sorority offiffice
next year.
Along with the three slates, there

is one independent candidate for ' the
office of Vice-President. He is Herb
Adams. Herb is Chairman of the
Organized Independents, Managing
Edit or of th e COLBY ^CHO , Vice
President of the Powder and Wig
Society, Drum Major of the Band ,
script editor for Radio Colby, and

past President of the Colby ChristFellowship.
He
ian
advocates
strength for the middle link between the President, of Student Government and the student body. ..
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"Th e Day The
Earth Stood Still "
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Starts Sunda y, May 3

John Wayne
Donna Reed
"TROUBLE ALONG
TH E WAY"

. ¦' ',
'
' "
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y ,
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? TUESDAY AND W E D N E S R A Y J
<
Judy Holliday in
',
Wednesday, Thursday, May 6-7 | !;
"MARRYING KIND "
I
"THE S O L D I E R SAINT"
| ! •
St erling ' Hayden
X
¦ ¦,
'
A True Classic
"HELLGATE"
Y
'
¦
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Michael Rennie
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SUNDAY AND MONDAY
All Musical Cast
"SUNNY SIDE OF
THE STREET"
Barbara Hale in , "LORNA DOONE "
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STARTS SUNDAY
"BLACKBEARD ,
THE PIRATE"
,'
in Technicolor ;
Robert .Newton Linda Darnell
.
William Bendix

STARTS WEDNESDAY
"KANSAS CITY
CONFIDENTIAL''
Coleen Gray
! John Payne
•
2nd New Hit
;
1
Gypsy Rose Lee
Paulette Goddard
\
"BABES IN BAGDAD"
Comin g Soon — " SALOME "
I
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• THE: QUALITY CONTRAST between Chesterfield and other leading cigarettes is
a revealin g story. Recent chemical analyses give an index of good quality for the
~~
~
""
country's six * leading cigarette brands.
The index of good quality table-a ratio of high sugar to low nicotine shows Chesterf ield quality highest
. . . 15% higher than its nearest competitor and Chesterfield quality 31% higher than
the average of the f ive other leading brands.
2_ First to Give You Premium
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Qualify

in Regular and

King-size . . . much milder
w *t]h an extraordinaril y good
Chesterf ield is\ today's best

3. A Report Never Befo re
Made About a Cigarette.
For a full year a medical
specialist has been giving^
gtoup of Chesterfield
>
smokers regular examina>!
.
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